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Can ‘time’ be studied cross-culturally? Discuss with reference to ethnographic case studies. 

At the start of my essay on whether ‘time’ can be studied cross-culturally one could have thought 

to find the famous quote from St. Augustine on the difficulty of knowing time (for reference: 

‘What then is time? If no one asks me, I know; if I wish to explain it to him who asks, I know not’ 

in St Augustine, Confessions: Book 11, Chapter XIV). Instead, I will mention that I have started 

writing this essay in the year 228, Germinal month, decade 21, duodi, or in other words, in the 

year 2020, April 10th of the Gregorian calendar. Nonetheless, both these time specifications might 

not mean much to someone who hasn’t lived in this moment; maybe to future generations it 

would be more interesting knowing that I was writing this essay during the first year of the COVID-

19 outbreak, or that I was at the cusp of my 23rd birthday, which would mean that I have lived 

for the duration of roughly 7.253 * 10^8 seconds, which in turn are defined by the pulse of an 

atom of caesium. And I have yet to mention how much time I have spent reading on the subject 

or wasted procrastinating. Just from the first few lines of this introduction one can guess why to 

study ‘time’ is important; depending on my use of one calendar instead of another, one could 

guess which event I see as the most defining to my life, maybe the French Revolution, hence why 

the use of the French Republican calendar, or perhaps, I might not have any calendrical or clock 

time conception, and therefore ‘timestamp’ events in my life against common experiences or 

major events in which I’m involved. Anyway, whatever the answer, it is important to abandon 

the conception that time is impossible to define, or just a matter of philosophical disquisition.  



Although time might raise few problems even in science or economics, for example whether it is 

more appropriate to describe time through Einstein’s theory of relativity or through quantum 

mechanics, time is, nonetheless, seen as existing and to be one. Anthropology as well has been 

interested in studying time since its beginnings (e.g. Malinowski on Trobriander connections 

between time and gardening activities) (Munn 1992), however it seems to have been more 

sensitive to Augustine’s problem and to have trouble deciding whether it is possible to study time 

across cultures, given how different it appears. I argue that time can and must be studied cross-

culturally, as long as some simple philosophical precautions are taken into account. Studying time 

cross-culturally is instrumental because, on one hand, it allows to denaturalise Western 

conceptions about time, as it happened for all other topics that Anthropology explored in a cross-

cultural manner. For example, the same happened with personhood, where, once it had been 

established that the Other was a person like us, it allowed to debunk the myth of individuality. 

On the other hand, to deny the possibility to study time cross-culturally would mean that 

experienced differences in perception of all time matters would be differences of a kind and not 

of a degree, which is a problematic conclusion for anthropology, and might pave the way to form 

of racism, for example. Therefore, first I will show how by defining time through philosophy the 

first impasse on cross-cultural applicability of the study can be overcome, then I will show what 

this translates to in ethnographic accounts, and finally I will highlight the positive outcomes to a 

cross-cultural study, namely denaturalising our Western assumptions. 

Philosophical precautions 

If time is firstly defined via philosophical means in a broad encompassing definition, which can 

account not only for how time is experienced differently from one culture to another, but can 



also bring together inhumane timescales and a scientific definition of time, then anthropologists, 

can, in a second moment, decline this theoretical definition into frameworks and field 

observations. In my opinion Hodges (2008), analysing different school of thoughts which deal 

with ideas of time, flux and flow, offers the best bedrock to corroborate the argument that time 

can be studied cross-culturally. He is able to blend together work from Gell, Munn, and especially 

Bergson and Deleuze, creating a framework that is in line with scientific notions of time, is not 

Western-centric and also incorporates anthropological insights. Thus, the model allows for the 

cross-cultural study of Time. 

Philosophical tradition commonly distinguishes between two approaches to the study of time, 

either B-series time or A-series time. The former is ‘metaphysical’ time, outside of the human 

perception, whilst the latter is perceived time, tensed, with a future, present and past. To allow 

for the cross-cultural study of time one needs to follow the B-series time tradition (to allow for 

its universality) however, anthropologists are more interested in A-series time, how change and 

temporality is humanly experienced. Hodges finds the perfect balance between A and B series in 

the insights of Bergson and Deleuze and their use of the concept of la durée, or duration. La durée 

is non-chronological and can be divided in its flowing either in a qualitative or quantitative 

manner. This process of differentiation is what and where we come to know time; Deleuze calls 

it different/ciation to signal the double process of differentiating both numerable characteristics 

and qualitative ones in one act, which ultimately gives origin to what we can call time. As it is 

called, this process of different/ciation has 3 characteristics (synthesis): 1) passive synthesis, the 

linking of instants to form the past present and future; 2) the active synthesis, which allows for 

our experience of time to exist, and theorises the presence of an a priori past which exists not as 



a time before present, but through acts of remembering in the present, and it is how 

consciousness and human understanding of time happens; 3) different/ciation is made of 

different/ciation itself, spanning towards the future, the past and coexisting in the present.  

Due to the length of this piece, this has been a very brief outline of a complex philosophical 

position which would require more space to explain ex novo, however the following ethnographic 

examples will help to shed light on how the theory might work.  

Ethnographic studies of time - philosophical definition in action and positive contributions 

Having built strong foundations to argue for the cross-cultural study of time I now turn to 

examples of the different aspects of the theory in action.  

First comes the passive synthesis, instrumental to the concept of la durée and different/ciation. 

It is the characteristic that makes it possible to talk about time without implying a human 

referent. It just posits that time flows. The best way to think about it is through the 

Anthropocene, which has the double significance of a stratigraphic marker and of a dispute on 

the role and place of Anthropos in the Universe. Although the term Anthropocene conjures to 

the mind humans, it has the ability to question humans and their role in the universe. Chakrabarty 

(2014; 2018) recognises the existence of a temporal ‘rift’: on one side there is time as we humanly 

know it, on the other side of the rift there is planetary/earth/inhumane time. Therefore, there is 

a sort of conundrum in our time conception, for which we have difficulty to imagine timeframes 

without humans and time flowing without human consciousness. However, this is in essence 

what the first synthesis is - in the end, for instance, what we call unsustainable resources are 

sustainable in an inhumane timescale. 



From passive synthesis we move to active; probably the place in which anthropologists would 

find themselves more at ease, since it is humans and their experience of time that define the 

active synthesis. Many could be the ethnographic examples one could draw from to show how 

much this concept is open to creativity. I focus on Barbara Adam’s book, Timescapes of modernity 

(1998), which offers a slightly different proposition, influenced by Uexküll and his theorisation of 

Umwelt, Wirkwelt and Merkwelt, but which is, to a second look, more than similar. Timescapes 

bring to the centre rhythms, temporality, and flow, much like the concept of la durée. The flow-

ness of time is analysed through the concept of Wirkwelt and Merkwelt, which are respectively 

the processual character of nature, our passive synthesis, and the tangible knowable output, our 

active synthesis. For example, in the book this translates beautifully in the analysis of industrial 

agriculture and farming. Whereby a Western audience does not recognise time flowing and time 

being involved in the industrial agriculture (maybe because too used to a homogeneous clock 

time), Adam shows how time is omnipresent. Just because we are used to find at any time of the 

year perfectly ripe fruit and vegetables (the Merkwelt of process / knowable output) on 

supermarket shelves it does not mean that there is not a temporal process behind - which 

involves seasonality, ripening time, transport from one corner of the globe to us and use of 

resources. Indeed, we tend to experience time through the clock and calendar. Other cultures 

might give more relevance to time and know it not in the form of clock, but in reference to 

agriculture/nature, as in the classical accounts of Malinowski on the importance of gardening 

activities in Trobriand (1927) or Evans-Pritchard’s essay on Nuer time (1939). Pritchard, for 

example, shows us how the Nuer think about passage of time through a ‘cattle-clock’ (it is 



interesting to notice how Pritchard is not able to leave behind the clock metaphor, typically 

Western). 

This brings us to the third and last synthesis, which as Hodges writes ‘is the driving force of 

different/ciation, indeed it consists of the operation of different/ciation itself, in which ‘[t]ime 

splits into two heterogeneous dissymmetrical emissions, one toward the future, making the 

present pass, and another toward the past, coexisting wholly with the present it was’ (Turetzky, 

1998: 217).’ (2008: 412). In the previous example on the Nuer, although time appears ‘exotic’ it 

is still studied in a Western framework of clock and calendar, linear time and homochronicity. 

This last synthesis instead rejects these assumptions and forces us to look at time free of the 

Western constraints inasmuch as possible. The cross-cultural study of time, then, also allows to 

denaturalise dangerous assumptions and the Western hegemony over time. Birth in Time Blind 

(2016) offers, through comparison of time in Trinidad and the West, many examples to build a 

poignant critique of our engrained conceptions.  

In Trinidad it is common to use various temporal idioms, such as: ‘any time is Trinidad time’; ‘long 

time’ and ‘hours don’t make work’; these ways of talking about time highlight a wholly different 

relationship with time. One instance in which the differences are most visible is in Birth 

recounting of the experiences of work by Trinidad workers: in the ethnographic example, 

municipal workers were contracted to clear the side of the roads from debris and vegetation 

from 7am to 4pm, however this is not the right time to carry out such task since the sun would 

soon harden the vegetation to cut and the hot weather put a halt to work altogether. It is in this 

instance that Bernard, one of the informants, states that ‘a working man never wait on time’ 

(Birth 2016: 56), but starts to work as early as 4am, when it is cool and the job can be easily 



carried out. The problem arises in the Western view on which wage labour is built, so that 

duration, the working from 7 to 4, is emphasized over proper timing (Kairos). In these episodes, 

sentences like ‘any time is Trinidad time’ and ‘hours don’t make work’ acquire a special 

significance, because they contrast the Western assumption that hours are equal, that time is 

homochronous, whilst in reality it doesn’t have to be.  

Conclusion  

So far, I have argued that time can be studied cross-culturally, but I believe that it must be studied 

cross-culturally. Cross-cultural study of time and comparisons provide strong arguments against 

dangerous assumptions and hegemonic time; moreover, to posit that Time can be studied 

everywhere one contributes to the subtle anthropological project that tries to show that Us and 

the Other are both humans. As I have argued from the beginning what is needed are strong 

philosophical foundations, which ultimately allow for the existence of Time. However, one needs 

to remember, as Bear (2014) shows, that we need to map and make clear our philosophical 

foundations. In fact, any discourse about time is steeped in time from the beginning, that is why 

we need to engage on a thorough reflection of the models we use; otherwise we might find 

ourselves trapped in the same issues and assumptions which we criticised. What I have offered 

in this essay is an argument through examples (Anthropocene, Timescapes and Trinidad) of how 

and why time can and must be studied cross-culturally through Hodges’ (2018) interpretation of 

Bergson and Deleuze’s durée.  
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